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The Power of Positive
Leadership

Our cover story for this issue details the celebration of 21.4 billion mark in the
insurance industry of Pakistan. We have covered all the efforts and contributions of
departments and Adamjee Re-creational club that has played a vital role for
building, enhancing and representing Adamjee Insurance’s brand within and
outside organization. At Adamjee Insurance, our aspirations reflect the
commitment, passion and resilience that are embedded in our performance. With
our teamwork, nothing is unreachable, no matter what the route ahead for us. No
matter how small or big the contribution is, each stakeholder in the company has
a specific standing and we believe in acknowledging it. So while browsing through
this edition of ASPIRE please be mindful that this is not just another newsletter but
this is the true personification of AICL vision and mission embraced by its
employees and exhibited through its actions.

Team Aspire

How and Why Positive Leaders
Transform Teams and
Organizations and Change the
World
We are not positive because life is easy. We are positive because life can be
hard. As a leader, you will face numerous obstacles, negativities, and tests. There are
times when it seems as if everything in the world is conspiring against you and your vision
seems more like a fantasy than a reality. That’s why positive leadership is essential!
Positive leadership is not about fake positivity. It is the real stuff that makes great leaders
great. The research is clear. Being a positive leader is not just a nice way to lead. It's the
way to lead if you want to build a great culture, unite your organization in the face of
adversity, develop a connected and committed team, and achieve excellence and
superior results.
Since writing the mega bestseller The Energy Bus, Jon Gordon has worked and consulted
with leaders who have transformed their companies, organizations and schools, won
national championships and are currently changing the world. He has also interviewed
some of the greatest leaders of our time and researched many positive leaders
throughout history and discovered their paths to success. In this pioneering book, Jon
Gordon shares what he has learned and provides a comprehensive framework on positive
leadership filled with proven principles, compelling stories, practical ideas and practices
that will help anyone become a positive leader.
There is a power associated with positive leadership and you can start benefiting yourself
and your team with it today.
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Message
As the CEO of Pakistan’s largest insurance company, it is a pride for me
to address the AICL family.
In 2018, the written premium of Adamjee Insurance was at PKR 21.4
billion which includes Takaful business and foreign operations witnessing
one of the highest growth rates in the industry.
Our ambition is to empower customers and give them the peace of
mind they seek to secure their valuable assets. We are also committed
to developing reliable solutions to meet the needs of our customers,
treat our partners fairly and create a work environment built on strong
values, solid relationships and trust.
We also believe that we have a role to play in protecting the environment, supporting the communities in which we operate, and more
broadly paving the way for a stronger and more sustainable society. We
have also developed tailored product solutions to reach more segments
in need of protection.
We have a long-term vision for growth and we will continue to leverage
our skills, resources and risk expertise to build a stronger and safer
nation.
Furthermore, as a firm believer of Quaid-e-Azam’s thought, “With faith,
discipline and selfless devotion to duty, there is nothing worthwhile that
you cannot achieve”.
In coming years, we will further strengthen Adamjee Insurance!

- Muhammad Ali Zeb

BUSINESS NEWS

BUSINESS NEWS

International Insurance Conference
2019 by Pakistan Insurance Institute

Techknowledgee–Exploring Future
(Disruptive Technologies) by Institute of
Chartered Accountants Pakistan

Adamjee Insurance proudly sponsored 5th
International Insurance Conference in the month of
April, 2019. The conference title was “InsurTech &
Microinsurance” organized by Pakistan Insurance
Institute.

Insurance, Allianz Re, Aon, CHUBB, EFU Life, Guy
Carpenter, Jubilee Life, Kashf Foundation, Milvik,
Munich Re, Planet N, SCOR, Swiss Re and Trust Re. It
is an ideal opportunity for delegates from insurance
companies, broker firms, banks, microfinance
institutions, national corporations and loss adjusters
to discuss and find ways and means to understand
the impact of technology advancement and expand
the outreach towards increasing insurance
penetration.
The conference committee had also organized a gala
dinner featuring cultural tastes followed by a lively
entertainment programme. Golf and shopping trips
were also planned for foreign delegates who
preferred outdoor activities.

Pakistan Insurance Institute played a vital role in the
development of Insurance Industry in Pakistan and
facilitating innovation in the industry. The conference
highlights innovations redefining the insurance
industry, the leaders making such innovations
possible and how new technologies and business
models will reinvent the industry. The aim of this
conference was to bring together renowned foreign
and local speakers/moderators from Alfalah
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Adamjee Insurance has sponsored the event for
Techknowledgee-Exploring Future (Disruptive
Technologies) to Institute of Chartered Accountants
Pakistan as Gold Sponsor.
The advent of digital technologies has brought forth
a drastic transformation in conducting business.
Newer, faster methods have been introduced,
making the previously used processes obsolete.
Thus, the fourth industrial revolution is underway,
commonly referred to as Industry 4.0, which will not
only challenge the current dynamics of the industry
but also force organizations to reimagine the way
corporate and business centers operate. With the

objective of discussing how best to tackle this
disruptive yet imminent change, the ICAP
Conference 2019: TechKnowledgee – Exploring
Future is being organized by the Northern Regional
Committee of ICAP.
The conference will comprise sessions where Industry
leaders and business experts will reveal the best way
to embrace technological disruptions and how best
to utilize them in order to progress, and be relevant
for the future. The areas that will be discussed are
prevalent in the current era and have the ability to
disrupt and bring about a significant impact on the
mode of running a business.

Adamjee Insurance
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These include: The Digital Revolution and Industry
4.0, Block Chain, Robotics Process Automation, Data
Analytics, Artificial Intelligence and The Internet of
Things, and how they are likely to impact businesses,
governments, and professionals alike. Mr. Abdul
Razak Dawood; Federal Minister for State on
Commerce, Textile, Industry and Production, and

BUSINESS NEWS
Investment will grace the occasion as Guest of
Honour. Dr. Ata ur Rehman – Former Federal Minister
for Science & Technology and many other
high-profile dignitaries will also share their vision of
how these technologies will transform the world as
we know it.

Power & Energy Forum 2019 – Powering
Pakistan's Future by MARSH & CERM Pakistan

Pakistan’s economy is expected to grow at a rapid
pace with local impediments on the way, however
this growth comes with higher energy consumption
needs. Will the power projects under belt and road
initiative be able to deliver the energy needs for
growth coupled with twin deficits i.e., fiscal and
trade? While oil and natural gas meet the bulk of
Pakistan’s energy needs, the consumption of these
energy sources vastly exceeds the indigenous supply.
On the other hand, Pakistan has ample potential of
renewable and energy generation.
To address the need of Pakistan’s present and future
energy requirements and how Pakistan would
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-

identifying emerging opportunities for Pakistan's
power & energy sector - post election 2018
scenario.

-

sharing expert opinions and viable solutions to
overcome country's power and energy shortage.

-

providing investment options and growth
opportunities in the power and energy sector.

-

conducting analysis for developing sustainable
infrastructure to facilitate the progress of the
power and energy sector.

Adamjee Insurance has proudly sponsored this event
for contributing its part to enhance the awareness of
Future Energy in Pakistan. This Event also envisages
panel discussions on Power – Renewables, Coal and
Conventional, Energy – Upstream & Downstream and
Investment into Energy and Power Space. Each
session was chaired by eminent industry experts.

succeed in meeting them in the times ahead, Marsh
& CERM Pakistan organized a conference titled
“Power & Energy Forum 2019 - Powering Pakistan’s
Future” on 29th January, 2019 at Pearl Continental
Hotel, Lahore.
The conference was envisioned to generate healthy
deliberation on the intricacies of future power and
energy needs of Pakistan. Distinguished national and
international subject matter experts addressed the
theme, sharing their vast experience and knowledge.
The conference provided an opportunity to generate
healthy deliberation on the future energy and power
needs of Pakistan by:

Adamjee Insurance
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Connex-Future of Work 4.0 in Lahore and Karachi
by Pakistan Society for Training and Development
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Adamjee Insurance sponsored the Connex-Future of
Work conferences in Lahore and Connex in Karachi.

to create awareness of Health Insurance amongst
Human Resource professionals.

These events are the biggest HR conferences in
Pakistan. Participants are from different organization’s
HR Department had attended. In this event Adamjee
Insurance had placed its Kiosk for Health Insurance

Well known foreign Human Resource practitioners
also attended as speakers.
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Adamjee Insurance supports Shaukat Khanum
Memorial Cancer Hospital and Research
Centre, Karachi
Ikebana International, Karachi Chapter 204 celebrated its 40th anniversary to support Shaukat Khanum
Memorial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre, Karachi in the name of Program Magic of Flowers: Ikebana
demonstration by Christopher Lim from Singapore and Musical Performance by Shafqat Amanat Ali.
Adamjee Insurance has taken part in this event as one of the corporate social responsibility partners.
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INTERVIEW OF
MR. IQBAL CHAUDHRY
Tell us about your career
dreams at the time of joining
#+%.CPF[QWTTGƃGEVKQPUQP
your monumental career at
the organization?
Back in the summer of 1961, I
was brimming with the energy
to build a sound career for
myself. I joined AICL with
great zeal and enthusiasm, and
within a brief span of time,
made my mark by registering a
high level of efficiency and
performance at AICL’s zonal
office in Lahore. In 1963, I was
transferred to Faisalabad and
given the challenge of establishing AICL in the highly
competitive market of the
industrial city. During all this
time, I kept on refining my
skills and went on to earn the
appreciation of my seniors.
After the successful establishment of AICL’s office in Faisalabad, I was recalled to the
Lahore zonal office. Soon
thereafter, on August 15, 1964,
I was assigned to the task of
establishing AICL’s office in
Sahiwal. During my tenure as
Office Incharge in Sahiwal,
AICL successfully secured a
major share of business and
became the number one
insurance company in the city.

In 1977, I was transferred to
Gujrat as Regional Manager to
rectify performance concerns
prevalent in the office since its
commencement. In 1978, I was
transferred back to the Sahiwal
office where in just eight
months, we achieved the mark
of a two-fold increase in the
AIC premium. In 1982, I was
again transferred to Faisalabad
to meet the specific aim of
lifting the performance level of
the zonal management. By the
grace of almighty Allah, AICL
today is the number one
insurance company in Faisalabad when in 1982 it was at
number three. I am proud of
having served just one institution for over 57 consecutive
years. If were to start all over, I
would definitely serve the
same company again.
Are there any important
success tips you would like
to share with the AICL
team?
Hard work is not a
once-in-a-while act. It pays off
only when it is done with
persistence and dedication. Whenever you
have a task at
hand, give it your
best shot.

Always remember: excellence
is a habit. Furthermore,
believe in teamwork as the
combined strength of your
team can achieve more than
an individual can. So encourage the making of a mutually
supportive working environment to ease communication
among team members.
What message would you
like to send out to young
professionals of AICL?
Only if you are true to yourself,
you can be truly committed to
your organization. Honesty,
loyalty and hard work should
be the elements of your
character. All you need to do is
nurture these values. Groom
your natural abilities and
believe in a brighter future.
Where do you see AICL in
PGZVƂXG[GCTU!
We aspire to see AICL becoming the number one already
largest insurance company in
Pakistan. Once that target is
achieved, we will strive to
maintain our leading position
in the times to come.

21.4 BILLION
CELEBRATIONS

Excellence is not an achievement
but a habit. It is this belief that has
led Adamjee Insurance to achieve
more milestones than its peers,
thus setting new benchmarks for
the industry. Adamjee’s focus on
innovation with a customer-centric
approach has enabled the
company to cater to a diverse
clientele and earn their trust which
is the most precious asset for an
insurance concern.
Adamjee Insurance is operating in
an environment of ever-changing
needs in trade and business. The
fast pace of market dynamics calls
for a proactive and robust
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approach, with which an insurance
company can deliver effective
solutions to meet its clients’
specific and unique requirements.
Adhering to its vision and values,
Adamjee Insurance has grown not
only in stature, but also in its
effectiveness as a trusted and
strategic partner for both
businesses and individuals.
During the last one year,
Pakistan’s leading insurance
company has made exponential
growth in the areas of
conventional insurance business,
Window Takaful operations and its
international operations. The
company’s written premiums rose

to a record 21.5 billion with the
underwriting profit increased to
Rs. 816 million. The profit after tax
deducted stood at Rs. 1.239
billion.
This growth indeed paves the way
for further growth for Adamjee
Insurance. The trust of a large
clientele which Adamjee
Insurance has secured with sincere
hard work and commitment is the
inspiration for all its future
endeavours.

Adamjee Insurance
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21.4 BILLION
CELEBRATIONS
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UNSUNG HEROES
OF PAKISTAN
Saeeda Fatima Ghulam
Labour rights activist, Saeeda Fatima Ghulam has been
honoured with the Global Citizen Award 2015 for her
selfless struggle in setting up Freedom Centers
throughout rural Pakistan to give bonded labourers
access to advocacy and legal aid. Her organization
Bonded Labour Liberation Front Pakistan (BLLF) is
working towards eradicating bonded labour from the
country.

Shamim Akhtar
Shamim Akhtar, the first professional female truck driver
in Pakistan, has given women hope for income, stability
and self respect by paving her way through a male
dominated occupation and standing her ground with
resolve. An inspiration for many, she was issued a public
service vehicle licence – a first for a Pakistani woman –
allowing her to pull trailers and drive trucks and tractors.

Jehan Ara
Fondly known as the Big Bird, Jehan Ara has been at the
forefront of Pakistan’s technology industry for over a
decade. She is the head of the leading startup incubator
The Nest i/o. Policy Advocacy through the use of cuttingedge technology is one of her passions. Currently, Jehan
Ara is collaborating on an initiative called ‘Take Back the
Tech’ which is meant to create awareness on how
technology can be harnessed to end violence against
women and girls.
She has been invited to speak at the White House on
Entrepreneurship in Pakistan.
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UNSUNG HEROES
OF PAKISTAN
Mohammad Ali
Mohammad Ali from Karachi is the founder of Roshni
Helpline, which is a non-profit and non-government
organization (NGO) established in 2006. The founder of
the Network, Muhammad Ali is a human rights activist
who, for more than 20 years, has worked on the issues of
human rights of children, women, and ethnic minorities.

Hassan Khan Niazi
Barrister Hassan Khan Niazi is a passionate human rights
activist specializing in criminal law, human rights and
constitutional law. After leading the charge to secure
justice for Khadija Siddiqi, he has set his eyes on child
protection via the Law Clinic at Blackstone School of Law.
Under Niazi, the clinic is pursuing 16 cases of kidnapping,
sexual assault, abuse, rape, child pornography and
extortion of money involving children in Kasur. For Niazi,
this is more than just a case: it is a mission.

Ayesha Chundrigar
With the founding of the Karachi-based Ayesha
Chundrigar Foundation, Pakistan’s first-ever animal
shelter, Chundrigar has made her personal passion a call
to arms. The shelter currently houses about 500 animals
and rescues abused strays in addition to providing an
ambulance service across Karachi free-of-charge. In a
country where the state sanctions regular culling of stray
dogs, Chundrigar had led the charge in the fight for the
voiceless, inspiring animal lovers not just in Pakistan, but
across the world.
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HR MATTERS

HR MATTERS

Quotes

Short Motivational Story

Rhn[Zlb\Zeer`^mpaZmrhnk^pZk]'B_rhnpZgmmhZ\ab^o^
ma^`hZelZg]k^_e^\mma^oZen^lbgrhnkfbllbhglmZm^f^gm%
then you need to align the reward system with these goals
Zg]oZen^l'Stephen Covey
L^e_&]bl\biebg^[^`bglpbmama^fZlm^krh_rhnkmahn`aml'B_rhn
]hgm\hgmkhepaZmrhnmabgd%rhn\Zgm\hgmkhepaZmrhn]h'
Ma^hgerk^Ze_Zbenk^bgeb_^blma^_Zbenk^mhmkr'
Bmlghmma^phkdmaZmlaZk]%bmlma^]bl\biebg^'
-Anonymous
G^o^kcn]`^lhf^hg^[rma^hibgbhgh_hma^kl'
Bg^o^kehl^'''^bma^kBpbghkBe^Zkg

You get what you give
Hg\^%ma^k^
was a farmer
who regularly
lhe][nmm^kmhZ
[Zd^k'Hg^
]Zr%ma^[Zd^k
decided to
p^b`ama^[nmm^k
to see if he was
getting the
^qZ\mZfhngmmaZma^Zld^]_hk'A^_hng]hnmmaZma^
pZlgm%lha^mhhdma^_Zkf^kmh\hnkm'
Ma^cn]`^Zld^]ma^_Zkf^kb_a^nl^lZgrf^Zlnk^mh
p^b`ama^[nmm^k'Ma^_Zkf^kk^ieb^]%RhnkAhghk%Bf
ikbfbmbo^'B]hgmaZo^Zikhi^kf^Zlnk^%[nmB]haZo^Z
l\Ze^'
Ma^cn]`^k^ieb^]% Ma^gahp]hrhnp^b`ama^[nmm^k8
Ma^_Zkf^kk^ieb^]4 RhnkAhghk%ehg`[^_hk^ma^[Zd^k
lmZkm^][nrbg`[nmm^k_khff^%BaZo^[^^g[nrbg`Z
ihng]ehZ_h_[k^Z]_khfabf'>o^kr]Zr%pa^gma^[Zd^k
[kbg`lma^[k^Z]%Binmbmhgma^l\Ze^Zg]`bo^abfma^
lZf^p^b`ambg[nmm^k'B_Zgrhg^blmh[^[eZf^]%bmlma^
[Zd^k'
FhkZeh_ma^lmhkr3bgeb_^%rhn`^mpaZmrhn`bo^'=hgmmkr
mh\a^Zmhma^kl'
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HR MATTERS

New Version/Transition Course
ISO 9001:2015 for Internal Auditors

Premia – Refresher Training Sessions
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HR MATTERS
Implementing an Enterprise Risk
Management Framework Karachi and Lahore
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HR MATTERS

EVENTS

External Trainings/Conferences
June 2018 – June 2019

ITIL V3 Foundation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Oracle 11g Developer
CBAPR Certified Business Analysis Professional
CISA – Certified Information Systems Auditor
InsureTech – A Perfect Storm in Insurance
Conflict Management & Negotiation Skills
Improving Personal Effectiveness
Seminar on Marine: General Average and Salvage
Charges
Time & Stress Management
Workshops on Data Privacy and Cyber Security
Situational Leadership II
Microsoft Excel – Intermediate Level
Industrial Risks Workshop
The Super Administrators, PAs & Executive
Secretaries
Digital Transformation Conclave
Microsoft Excel – Advance Level
Workshop on Specialty Lines
8th Global Islamic Microfinance Forum
Leadership Grid Seminar

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Industrial Safety & Risk Assessment
Handling Difficult People
Anti-Money Laundering and FATF
International AML-CFT Conference
Power & Energy Forum 2019 – Powering Pakistan's
Future
International Tax Conference
PMP
CFO Conference
CCNP
Practical Aspects of Reinsurance
Property & Business Interruption – Underwriting &
Claims
Understanding Bulk Cargo Insurance
ICAP Conference “TechKnowledgee – Exploring
Future
International Insurance Conference – InsurTech and
Microinsurance
Effective Business Communication
Data Warehouse & Business Intelligence

ACII Achievers

In-house Customized Training Programs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Takaful Training
Premia – Refresher Training Sessions
Implementing an Enterprise Risk Management Framework
Power System Protection training
New Version/Transition Course ISO 9001:2015 for Internal Auditors
ITIL V3 Foundation
Branch Merger Activity Training of Finance Users
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TAKE GOOD
CARE OF YOUR
HEALTH!
Exercise

We spend time and resources on devising
solutions to enhance our efficiency. What we
forget while contemplating those solutions
is our health and happiness. It is because of
our fast-moving daily lives that we cannot
make time for anything that’s off-routine.
But it doesn’t mean we can ignore this very
important aspect of our life. Although it
could prove a little too tough to maintain a
healthy routine but it is something that we
have got to think about.
Let’s take a while to think about a few things
we can do in our daily lives to stay fully fit
and healthy.

Recreation
We may not notice it but the grind of a hectic
routine does take a huge toll on our health and
well-being. Taking an occasional break from
work for a reclusive holiday with family and
friends can refresh you all over. So make sure
you take such a break every once in a while to
ease your body and mind.

Regular Medical Checkup
Be proactive when it comes to maintain your
health and fitness. Arrange regular medical
checkups to ensure your blood sugar level,
blood pressure, liver and stomach are normal.
Take adequate preventive measures to avoid
seasonal infections that cause cough, cold and
flu. Remember that prevention is always better
than cure.

Nothing keeps you fit and healthy more
than regular exercise. Whether you’re at
work tackling your strenuous hours or at
home having time with children, being
fit is what keeps you on your feet. So
make time for some exercise in the
morning and evening to stay active and
agile. Last but not least, take a good
night’s sleep.

Diet and Nutrition
Proper diet holds utmost importance for
your health and wellness. Strictly avoid
fast food as such foods do not provide
you with the nutrition required to keep
you fit and healthy. Remember that your
body needs adequate amounts of
nutrients, vitamins and sufficient levels of
fluids to function properly. Go for a
hearty and healthy breakfast before you
leave for work and prefer salads and
fruits for lunch. Take a light dinner at
night and let it digest before you go to
bed.

Work-life balance
To prevent numerous mental and
physical predicaments, we must maintain
a healthy work-life balance. Those who
believe that being successful professionally while ignoring their personal and
family lives is the way to go are wrong.
Make sure you finish your work in time,
so that you can have ample time to
spend at home. In the same way, make
the most of the time you spend with
your family, so that you are able to
concentrate at work properly.

ADAMJEE
ADAMJEE RECREATIONAL
RECREATIONAL
CLUB
CLUB TROPHY
TROPHY 2018
2018
Karachi
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ADAMJEE RECREATIONAL
CLUB TROPHY 2018
Lahore
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INSOLVENCY OF HANJIN
SHIPPING AND ITS IMPACT ON
MARINE INSURANCE COVER
By Usman Arif

Background of the Case
A containerized consignment of sports goods
insured under ICC A (01/01/09) plus War & Strike
Clauses is being found on board of one of the Hanjin
vessels. The contract of sale was on CIF Sydney and
insurance attached when goods first moved in the
warehouse located in Sialkot for immediate loading
on to the vehicle for its onward journey. Due to
insolvency of operators/charterers, the vessel was not
able to reach its destination and it was decided that
the insured consignment along with other shipments
will be unloaded at Singapore port. From Singapore
port the consignment insured by our company will be
taken to Sydney through another vessel.
Considering the above scenario there are three
questions that will be discussed in this paper with
reference to relevant sections in ICC “A” (01/01/09).
The questions are as follows:
1.

Is loss or damage to consignment and related
expenses due to insolvency of vessel operator or
charterer covered under Institute Cargo Clauses A?

2.

What will happen with the insurance coverage if the
consignment is unloaded due to bankruptcy of
shipping line & termination of contract of carriage
at a port other than to which it was destined?

3. Are forwarding charges covered under ICC “A”
and to what extent when incurred to send
consignment to its intended port of destination
At the time of writing, the claim is under process so
this paper will discuss the technical issues from
underwriting perspective which may differ from
original position after settlement of claim. As the
event is unique in itself and numerous types of claims
will follow from the bankruptcy of shipping line which
will be settled under different laws and practice, so it
is true to say that this paper is purely for academic
purpose based on my understanding which may lack
at some points. Therefore readers are encouraged to
take caution in applying contentsgiven in this paper
on any practical situation.

Discussion on Question No.1
ICC “A” covers all risk of loss or damage to subject
matter insured except exclusions that are stated in it.
Coming to the first question of this paper i.e. loss or
damage to subject matter insured (consignment of
sports goods) due to insolvency of vessel
operator/charterer. I have reproduced the exclusion
no. 4.6 below for reference which typically relates to
this position:

Exclusions
4. In no case shall this insurance cover

Introduction
The questions to be dealt in this paper relate to the bankruptcy of Hanjin Shipping. Such incidents rarely
occur in history and when they do, a lot can be learned from these. Hanjin has 141 ships, of which 128 were
operating. The collapse of the world’s seventh largest container shipper has caused much agony among its
clients over the fate of stranded cargo. Hanjin vessels are carrying cargo worth 16 trillion won ($14.5 billion)
belonging to some 8,300 cargo owners and most of which will be insured by insurance companies worldwide.
In this paper, I will discuss one typical scenario that many insurance companies will face in near future and the
possible course of work available to insurance companies who have insured cargo under institute Cargo
Clauses A version 01/01/09. As our industry has never seen such a situation before so the discussion will
mostly be based on my understanding of cargo clauses in general and to some material that I have read in
this regard. First of all let’s look at the background of a recent case of marine export policy issued by our
oﬃce in which the assured claims for forwarding charges that will arise due to insolvency of Hanjin Shipping
and premature termination of contract of carriage.

4.6 loss damage or expense caused by insolvency or
w>V>`iv>ÕÌvÌ iÜiÀÃ>>}iÀÃ
charterers or operators of the vessel where, at the
time of loading of the subject-matter insured on
board the vessel, the Assured are aware, or in the
ordinary course of business should be aware, that
ÃÕV ÃÛiVÞÀw>V>`iv>ÕÌVÕ`«ÀiÛiÌ
the normal prosecution of the voyage
This exclusion shall not apply where the contract
of insurance has been assigned to the party
claiming hereunder who has bought or agreed
to buy the subject-matter insured in good faith
under a binding contract
Under current version of ICC clauses (01/01/09) the
above exclusion will not apply where contract of
insurance has been assigned to a party claiming
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In case mentioned above, the insurable interest in
consignment shifted from consignor (seller) to
consignee (buyer) from FOB point which is when
consignment is on board the vessel at Karachi port
and the consignee has bought the subject matter
insured in good faith. So exclusion 4.6 will not apply
on an innocent assured, or an innocent buyer to
whom the insurance has been assigned as he will
enjoy greater protection under new version of ICC
clauses.

Discussion on Question No.2
Clause 9 of ICC “A” is given below for discussion on
second question which deals with termination of

37

hereunder who has bought or agreed to buy the
subject matter insured in good faith under a binding
contract. The situation would have been quite
different under institute cargo clauses A
(01/01/1982) which states that this insurance shall not
cover “loss damage or expense arising from
ÃÛiVÞÀw>V>`iv>ÕÌvÌ iÜiÀÃ
managers charterers or operators of the vessel”.

insurance coverage in case of termination of contract
of carriage:
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Termination of Contract of Carriage
9.

If owing to circumstances beyond the control of
the Assured either the contract of carriage is
terminated at a port or place other than the
destination named therein or the transit is
otherwise terminated before unloading of the
subject-matter insured as provided for in Clause
8 above, then this insurance shall also terminate
unless prompt notice is given to the Insurers and
continuation of cover is requested when this
premium if required by the Insurers, either
9.1

9.2

until the subject-matter insured is sold and
at such port or place, or, unless otherwise
specially delivered agreed, until the expiry
of 60 days after arrival of the subject-matter
insured at such port or place, whichever
Ã >wÀÃÌVVÕÀ]À
if the subject-matter insured is forwarded
within the said period of 60 days (or any
agreed extension there of) to the
destination named in the contract of
insurance or to any other destination, until
terminated in accordance with the
provisions of Clause 8 above.

at a port or place other than the destination named
in insurance contract as provided for under clause 8
due to circumstances beyond the control of assured.
So in our case the contract of insurance will also
terminate after unloading of shipment at Singapore
port unless prompt notice is given to insurers and
continuation of cover is requested for this insurance
to remain in force, subject to an additional premium
if required by the insurer. In my understanding if
assured wants its consignment to be covered from
Singapore to Sydney, he must give prompt notice to
insurer and insurer can provide cover subject to any
additional premium if required. If insurer refuses to
extend cover from Singapore to Sydney than any loss
to consignment and related liabilities that arises
during this voyage will not be covered under the
policy as insurance contract terminates at Singapore
port and insurer didn’t agree to continuation of cover.

EVENTS
Adamjee Insurance &
OLX Car First – Car Bazar

If continuation of cover is agreed by insurer than the
insurance cover will remain in force as per provisions
of 9.1 or 9.2 above. This technical point is very
important to consider as it provides a chance to
insurer to re-evaluate his liability that he will take for
rest of the journey which will be under a new contract
of carriage with different vessel operator.

As per clause 9 above, the contract of insurance will
also terminate once contract of carriage is terminated

Discussion on Question No.3
How forwarding charges, which are
incurred to send the consignment to its
intended port of destination, will be
settled under iCC “A” Clause 12 which
deals with this situation in resproduced
below:

Forwarding Charges
12.

where, as a result of the operation of a risk
covered by this insurance, the insured transit is
terminated at a port or place other than that to
which the subject-matter insured is covered
under this insurance, the Insurers will reimburse
the Assured for any extra charges properly and
reasonably incurred in unloading storing and
forwarding the subject-matter insured to the
destination to which it is insured.
This Clause 12, which does not apply to
general average or salvage charges, shall be
subject to the exclusions contained in Clauses
4, 5, 6 and 7 above, and shall not include
charges arising from the fault negligence
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ÃÛiVÞÀw>V>`iv>Õlt of the Assured or their
employees.
Forwarding charges are an important feature in our
case. Many consignments will be oﬀ-loaded from
Hanjin vessels and will then be forwarded to
destination through other vessels. As far as
forwarding charges are concerned which are
reasonably incurred in unloading storing and
forwarding the subject matter insured to the
destination to which it is insured, they will be paid
under Clause 12 as these charges are incurred
because of the operation of a risk covered by the
insurance policy. So the charges that will be incurred
to send the consignment to Sydney will be paid by
the insurance company and will usually be a
percentage of sum insured which must be reasonable
in given circumstances.
The above mentioned understandings are open to
discussion and will prove a good starting point for
insurance professionals to research more on this
topic. As the Hanjin event is still unwinding so a lot
more is still to come.

Adamjee Insurance has sponsored the 1st Event of Car First in Karachi. Car
First is the part of OLX and has been exploring the used car market for
more than 10 years. Adamjee Insurance’s retail auto team with marketing
department placed kiosk for promoting Insurance brand among masses.
Around more than 1000 individuals and families visited the event.
OLX, the No. 1 app in auto classifieds, and CarFirst, a leading used-car
trading platform, are set to launch Pakistan’s first ever ‘Used Car Live
Auction Platform’. The first used car live auction will take place at the ‘OLX
CarFirst Car Bazaar’ happening at the Expo Center Karachi. Attendees will
be able to trade their used cars in the most secure, convenient, and transparent manner. Car owners will be
able to sell their used cars hassle-free, while car buyers will get access to CarFirst Partner Dealer inventory and
drive home a Certified Used Car.

Adamjee Insurance
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EVENTS
MCB Ramadan Cricket Gala
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EVENTS
Adamjee Takaful and
Meezan Bank Cricket Tournament
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EVENTS

EVENTS

Adamjee Insurance & Ghandhara Industries
“MOU Signing Ceremony for
ISUZU INSURANCE PROGRAM”

Soft Launch of New Motor Insurance Online Portal

On December 22, 2018, Management of Adamjee Insurance and Ghandhara Industries inked the MOU of
ISUZU INSURANCE PROGRAM. The ceremony was held at Karachi Head Office of Adamjee Insurance. Mr.
Tameez Ul Haque – Company Secretary, Adamjee Insurance and Mr. Imran Rashied – General Manager
Marketing & Sales from Ghandhara Industries signed the agreement.
Speaking at the ceremony, Mr. Imran Rashied said, “ISUZU Ghandhara is dealing in Light Commercial Vehicles
with diesel-based engines in Pakistan in collaboration with General Motors USA. Last year Ghandhara Industries
has ranked on first third position by Forbes Asia. For exploring market strategy, we had worked on different
product lines and concluded that ISUZU D-MAX is the finest product which can meet the customer’s
expectations and win their hearts. Today we have signed an agreement with Adamjee Insurance which is a step
towards meeting the customer’s insurance needs”.

Adamjee Insurance maintained its industry leadership by implementing new technologies and new ways of
exploring opportunities. Motor Insurance & Retail Auto Team has collaborated with IT Team to develop a
one-window solution for the entire insurance process from motor vehicle survey to lodging a claim. It will
revolutionize and change the way insurers do
business. For the soft launch of this online
portal, the motor insurance team with retail
auto team implemented 15 dealerships of
auto manufacturers for testing its result. Also
other stakeholders including call centres,
surveyors and internal teams are also
integrated.

Mr. Syed Ahmer Shoaib – Head of Commercial Operations, Mr. Adnan Siddiqui – Head of Retail Sales &
Marketing Adamjee Insurance and Mr. Yousuf – Manager Marketing & Sales Ghandhara Industries were also
present at the signing ceremony.
Adamjee Insurance, as one of the leading general insurance companies in Pakistan with a strong foothold in the
industry, teamed up with other automobile industry players in 2008 for Insurance Programs to introduce online
insurance policy issuance solutions to customers through their dealerships. This has created ease for the
customers and helped them insure their vehicles online in real time. This system is also integrated with
Adamjee Insurance 24/7 call center which is an edge in the insurance industry for claim processing.
Adamjee Insurance continuously evolves with customers and delivers solutions par excellence by setting high
industry standards. Keeping the vision in view, Adamjee Insurance always strives to explore new opportunities
in an innovative way to bring out differentiated products for the customers to minimize the unforeseen risks.
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Pak-Suzuki Used Car Gala 2019

Honda Branded Insurance Program

Pak-Suzuki organized a used car gala of 2019 in Karachi at Expo Center and Tulip Marquee at Islamabad where
various Suzuki certified used cars were displayed. The event was successful with the participation of large
number of customers. Suzuki Used Car Gala is recognized as a trustworthy channel for purchasing used cars.
There were approximately 130 cars on display on each location. A large number of customers visited the event
with their families for choosing a car from this event.

Adamjee Insurance has collaborated with Honda Atlas Cars Pakistan 2018 for the launch of Honda Branded
Insurance Program in Pakistan where Honda Atlas Cars gathers all its dealerships to sell Insurance products
to its customers under this Program. Adamjee Insurance has conducted sessions at Honda Dealerships for
Product briefing and motivates dealership staff to promote Honda Insurance Program.

Pak-Suzuki specially invited Adamjee Insurance to attend this event under Suzuki Insurance Program. Adamjee
Insurance Retail-Auto Team placed its kiosk to assist retail customers and create awareness among customers.
Adamjee Insurance and Pak-Suzuki have a relationship of more than 11 years. Under Suzuki Insurance Program,
we are providing instant insurance to Pak-Suzuki customers in real time with the online payment deposit
solution.

Isuzu Insurance Online Training Program
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Insurance Premier League

Insurance Premier League

Adamjee Insurance sponsored Insurance Premier League as the title sponsor in the month of December, 2018.
In this event, more than eight insurance companies participated. The objective of this tournament was to bring
all insurance industry professionals on a sport platform providing them an opportunity to know each other and
enjoy cricket. Insurance Premier League brings all cricket lovers in the Insurance fraternity together for a month
of competitive cricket. The tournament has been a huge success during this first edition.
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EVENTS
Adamjee Insurance & Bank Alfalah
Joint Marketing Activities for Suzuki Insurance
and Financing Programs
Adamjee Insurance and Pak-Suzuki have a relationship of more than 11 years under Suzuki Insurance Program
and Bank Alfalah is an addition to it for promoting Suzuki Financing Program. Bank Alfalah has organized
various events in Pakistan to gather Pak-Suzuki Management and its dealership directors. Adamjee Insurance
has participated in these events as a partner in the Insurance Program.
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Adamjee Retail Travel Insurance Movie Show
for Travel Agents

GoSecure Travel Insurance Product
Training in Lahore, Sialkot, Islamabad
and Peshawar

Adamjee Retail Travel Insurance organized a movie show for travel agents in 2019 to motivate and engage
them for promoting Travel Insurance in Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad. Adamjee has the highest
penetration in travel industry since 2008. After launch of “Go-Secure”, online travel insurance portal sales
are growing day by day and Adamjee Insurance has a strong foothold among travel agents.

To enhance the product knowledge of GoSecure Travel Insurance, training was conducted for Adamjee
Insurance associates in Lahore, Gujranwala, Sialkot, Faisalabad, Peshawar and Islamabad offices.
Muhammad Raheel Akhtar and Waqar Bukhari from the Travel Insurance Department conducted the training
sessions. The training sessions enabled the attendees to learn about the salient features and benefits of the
product. The trainings helped them in answering Travel Insurance product related queries of customers and
giving them optimum level of service. The trainings were attended both by management and development
staff of Adamjee Insurance.
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EVENTS
Insurance Association of Pakistan
Annual Dinner
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EVENTS
Lahore Insurance Institutes Events
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EVENTS
Health Insurance Mobile Application
Launch at Nestle Pakistan
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EVENTS

Pakistan Auto Show 2019 by PAPS

Call Centre Iftar 30th May, 2019

Adamjee Insurance retail auto team visited Pakistan Auto Show 2019 which was held in Karachi Expo Center.
Pakistan Auto Show is the pioneering trade exhibition for the rapidly developing automotive aftermarket in
Pakistan. It features a display of the full range of motor vehicle parts as well as components for the drive,
chassis, body, electric and electronic groups, as well as equipment for vehicle service and repair, bodywork
repair and painting, tyres and batteries.
One of our alliance partners, Pak Suzuki unveiled the all-new Alto at the Pakistan Auto Show 2019. The show
provided an opportunity to showcase vehicles as well as gather all automobile manufacturers of Pakistan.
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CASESTUDY
Ater & Steam Purity Significance for Steam Turbines
By Syed Irtaza Arif – Risk Engineer
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It is important to note that silica plays a vital role in damaging ST blades and should be strictly monitored for super-heated
steam. If the value exceeds 20ppb consistently, then appropriate action should be taken in order to keep the value below
20ppb. A water treatment engineer, through proper use of these tools, is able to help plant operators obtain maximum
steam purity with minimum blowdown while maintaining clean boiler waterside surfaces.

MBD Risk Assessment of Cement Plant
Pakistan has made enormous progress in the power sector during the last two decades to meet the
consistently increasing demand in the domestic and industrial sectors. For this purpose, various
independent power plants were set up, mostly thermal power plants, combined cycle power plants
and recently coal-fired power plants. Water is an integral component in power plants which is used
for cooling purpose, for boiler makeup water, for steam turbine and process water etc. Steam
turbines are vulnerable to damage if the purity of steam is not kept under control. Poor steam purity
can cause corrosion fatigue of blades discs, plugging of seals, wearing of thrust bearing and
deposition on turbine blades.
In order to achieve the desired steam purity, overall water chemistry at plant is kept under strict
check and balance. Generally there are OEM recommendations for maintaining steam purity limits.
Few recommended limits which can guarantee overall water and steam purity at various stages at a
power plant are as under:
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Pakistan is the 5th largest exporter of cement having
annual production capacity around 47 million tons. 24
cement plants operate in southern and northern regions
of Pakistan. Machinery breakdown losses are more
frequent in cement industry rather than fire losses.
Cement is typically manufactured from limestone and
clay (sometimes shale instead of clay). These raw
materials are extracted from quarry through blasting.
These natural occurring minerals are then crushed
through a milling process. At this stage, additional
minerals are added to ensure the correct chemical
composition for making cement. Milling produces a fine
powder, known as raw meal, which is preheated and then
sent to the kiln for further processing.
The kiln is at the heart of the manufacturing process.
Once inside the kiln, the raw meal is heated to around
1,500 °C – a similar temperature to that of molten lava.
At this temperature, chemical reactions take place to
form cement clinker, which contains hydraulic calcium
silicates.

In order to heat the materials to this very high
temperature, a 2,000 °C flame is required, which can be
produced through the use of fossil and waste-derived
fuels. The kiln itself is angled by 3 degrees to the
horizontal to allow the material to pass through it, over a
period of 20 to 30 minutes. Upon exiting the kiln, the
clinker is cooled and stored, ready for grinding, to
produce cement. A small amount of gypsum (3 per cent
to 5 per cent) is added to the clinker to regulate how the
cement will set. The mixture is then very finely ground to
obtain "pure cement." During this phase, different
mineral materials, called "additions," may be added
alongside gypsum. Used in varying proportions, these
additions, which are of natural or industrial origin, give
the cement specific properties, such as reduced
permeability, greater resistance to sulphates and
aggressive environments, improved workability, or
higher-quality finishes.
Finally, the cement is stored in silos before being
shipped in bulk or in bags to the sites where it will be
used.
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4) Opportunities and Risks instead of Prevention:
The significant change in the system is “Risk Based Thinking – Preventive Action”. This
concept has already been embedded in the system but new version makes it more
explicit and builds it into the whole management system. The concept of "preventive
action" is then turned into a risk-based approach.

SUCCESSFULLY UPGRADING
ISO 9001:2008 to ISO 9001:2015

By Sarwat Jahan

Adamjee Insurance
has always strived to
enhance customer
satisfaction through
continually improving
its quality
management system
practices, processes
and standards. By
upgrading to ISO
9001:2015, Adamjee
has once again
assured customers
that it will continue to
fulfil their insurance,
regulatory and quality
requirements, adding
even more value to its
customer services.
There are many changes that characterize the new ISO 9001:2015, a key objective is to have
a simpler, more applicable standard, a common format and language.

Risk is often thought of only in the negative sense. Risk-based thinking can also help to
identify opportunities. This can be considered to be the positive side of risk.
In this change, each and every function/location has to determine and assess
opportunities and risks to be addressed in order to ensure the efficiency of the
system/objectives. Identify mitigating actions to achieve their objectives and implement
the same accordingly.
5) Greater flexibility in regards with documentation and other systems:
•
•

Merger of control of doucments and record under this head
More flexibility with the core elements of ISO 14001, ISO 22000, ISO 45000, etc.

6) Instead of Management, now is Leadership. Place more emphasis on leadership and
management commitment. It is management’s responsibility “to lead the team towards
effective implementation of the management system”.

Why should we adopt “Risk-Based Thinking”?
•
•
•
•

To improve customer confidence and satisfaction
To assure consistency of quality of goods and services
To establish a proactive culture of prevention and impovement
Successful companies intuitively take a risk-based approach.

What Should We Do?
The Main Objectives of New Version ISO 9001:2015
•

To provide confidence in the organization’s ability to consistently provide customers with
conforming goods and services

•

To enhance customer satisfaction

•

The concept of “risk” in the context of the international standards relates to the
uncertainty in achieving these objectives.

The main changes of the new ISO 9001:2015 are summarized as follows:
1) New Version has 10 Clauses, instead of 8 Clauses
2) Greater focus on the customer
One of the innovative aspects that the new version has developed is the expansion of
the concept from customer to "interested parties”.
3) Policies and objectives aligned with the strategies of the organization
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•
•
•
•

Identify what the risks and opportunities are in your function/location.
Analyze and prioritize the risks and opportunities in your function/location.
What is acceptable?
What is unacceptable?

•
•
•

Plan actions to address the risks.
How can you avoid or eliminate the risk?
How can mitigate the risk?

•
•
•

Implement the plan – take action.
Check the effectiveness of the actions – does it work?
Learn from experience – continual improvement.

Key Points to Remember:
•
•
•
•

Risk-Based Thinking = Preventative Action.
Risk-Based Thinking is everybody’s business.
Risk-Based Thinking is not just the responsibility of management.
Risk-Based Thinking must become an integral part of the organizational culture.
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